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CONCERT REVIEW BY JACOB FELIX HEULE | AUGUST 31 

Highlights from Pamela Z’s ROOM: Voice Cage
Luciano Chessa performed Joan La Bar-
bara’s Here What I Feel (1974), for which he 
was sensory deprived for an hour before the 
performance, led to the stage blindfolded by 
Pamela Z, and sat down at a table with six 
different items in small glass bowls. Remaining 
blindfolded, he felt his way down the line, item 
by item, vocalizing like a deranged man-child 
reveling in his tactile exploration. The perfor-
mance was histrionic, but in a way that felt very 
natural. Really funny stuff, which made me 
think ahead to bran(...)pos’ set. Great perfor-
mance.

Luciano Chessa. 
Photo Credit: Donald Swearingen

Z’s Introduction to Variations IV (2012) had 
Z continuously reading the back cover notes 
from a John Cage record (presumably), while 
she cued the other vocalists individually to 
read through the same text by turning light 
bulbs hanging near each of them on and off. 
They were all reading the same text, but it 
seemed to be scrambled slightly differently 
for each reader. The sound of the layered 
speaking voices was nice; the meaning of the 
layered words seemed negligible. Some of 
the readers were hamming it up a bit to match 
the corny promotional text they were reading, 
which I enjoyed. I think this would have been 
a bit better if there was a dedicated conductor 
flipping the light switches as there was some 
tension between Z reading her own part and 
thinking compositionally.
Dohee Lee’s The Cage (2012) was wonderful. 
She had a full-body approach to performance, 
distinguishing her from the rest of the concert’s 
musicians, wearing a costume (overalls with 
a matching militaristic hat bearing a speaker) 
and moving a lot while performing in a way 
that wasn’t quite dancing, but more than just 
gesturally expressive playing. She had a 

handheld theremin (sans volume antenna) 
which was wound up with colored strings with 
small plugs at the end of each. She began 
by somewhat clownishly walking halfway up 
the stairs of the audience riser and distribut-
ing the plugs, which remained tethered to 
the theremin. After they were distributed she 
signaled to the audience to blow through 
them to produce tiny warbling square waves, 
then she did a bit of leading and conducting 
them, which was fun, though the audience 
didn’t play as well as she did. She then let the 
plugs dangle as she moved around the room 
playing the theremin and singing with it, often 
having the two instruments mimicking each 
other. Playful noise, soaring vocals aspiring 
to the high pitches of the theremin, gibber-
ish characterizations, etc Many beautiful and 
enjoyable sounds, and thoroughly captivating.
bran(...)pos performed his own Mouth Units for 
Synthesizer Face, a series of very short pieces 
for processed mouth noise. Stereo mic held 
near or in the mouth processed by Max/MSP, 
which was manipulated by a many-buttoned 
USB controller, and produced nasty digital 
noise. He introduced his piece with a tongue-
in-cheek formal delivery of the slightly silly title, 
and proceeded to introduce each movement 
with an increasingly ludicrous number, one as 
high as somewhere around 24,000.
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Most of the miniatures were tight encapsula-
tions of a single idea, without much repetition 
between pieces. Most very frenetic, some 
more droney. There was even a very short 
silent piece a la 4’33”, which seemed to be 
a spontaneous decision after the electronic 
sounds didn’t start when he expected them 
to. Very fun set. I was cracking up throughout, 
especially when I looked from my high perch 
at various people who just weren’t having it. 
Too brutal for some of the more straight-laced 
chamber music folks, but I thought it was really 
nice.
Z performed Cage’s Aria, initially with her com-
puter amplifying her voice, adding reverb, oc-
casionally vocal effects like pitch-shifting, and 
some samples (of Cage recordings, I think). 
A few minutes into the piece her software 
crashed, and she decided to just keep roll-
ing, leaving us with an acoustic performance 
of Aria, which worked a lot better for me. She 
did a great job performing the piece. I wasn’t 
totally surprised, but I had never previously 
heard her operatic chops. Nice work. It was 
nice to experience this piece performed live, 
having only heard recordings before. Stripping 
away the electronic layer allowed more atten-
tion to the performer’s struggle and interaction 
with the ambiguity of the graphic score..

about this thing

The Transbay Creative Music Calendar is a 
volunteer-produced free monthly journal for 
non-commercial creative new music in the 
San Francisco Bay Area. In addition to our 
comprehensive listing of upcoming events, we 
publish articles and reviews about local music and 
the people who create it. We talk about a wide 
range of modern music, including: experimental, 
improvised, noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 
21st century compositions, and sonic art. Each 
month, 1,000 copies of  the Transbay are 
mailed to individuals and hand-delivered to over 
45 performance venues and public locations 
throughout the Bay Area. Contact us for a free 
subscription.

Volunteers needed right away!

The Transbay needs editorial and production staff, 
perhaps combined in the same person. If you have 
writing and digital print skills, please contact us at 
mail@transbaycalendar.org.

Please support this work!

Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive 
and growing. Please send checks [payable to 
“Transbay Music Calendar”] to:

Transbay Accounting 
106 Fairmount Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94610

Information about subscription, submissions, 
advertising and archives is at transbaycalendar.
org. 

Community Music Center • 8pm  $15 general, $8 
under-employed 
New Keys Concert Series presents it’s fall program 
consisting of new solo, duo, trio works for piano 
by composers, Jason Bolte, Maryclare Brzytwa, 
Daniel Nass, and Kevin Villalta, plus a special guest 
appearance by Matthew Goodheart performing in an 
improvisation using piano and computer controlled 
cymbals and gongs.

CNMAT • 8pm  $10 
Golia-Adams-Stackpole-Mezzacappa Meeting 
Steve Adams – woodwinds 
Vinny Golia – woodwinds 
Karen Stackpole – gongs 
Lisa Mezzacappa - bass 

Tutti Ensemble Voice Cage. Photo Credit: Donald Swearingen

Dohee Lee [left] and Pamela Z [right] from Voice Cage. Photo Credit: Donald Swearingen

calendar continued from inside Saturday October 27
Swedish American Hall • 8pm $25
Tony Malaby’s Tamarindo with William Parker & Mark 
Ferber

Sunday October 28
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20
sundays @berkeley arts presents 
8 pm: Ava Mendoza’s Unnatural Ways
Ava Mendoza, guitar; Dominique Leone, keyboards;
Nick Tamburro, drums
9 pm: Fred Frith, guitar; Jason Hoopes, bass; Jordan 
Glenn , drums

Location Recording
8-Channels of Audiofile 

Gear at a Low Rate:
Metric Halo ULN-8

B&K 4011s
$50 hr. 

ellenfullman@gmail.com
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Monday October 1
Makeout Room • 8pm free 
The Monday Makeout:
Adam Shulman, Sextet; Erik Jekabson, trumpet; 
Patrick Wolff, tenor saxophone; Kasey Knudsen, alto 
saxophone; Jeff Marrs, drums; John Wiitala, bass; 
Adam Shulman, piano
Steve Adams (winds) + Ken Filiano (bass) DUO
PG13
Phillip Greenlief, alto saxophone; John Shiurba, 
electric guitar; Tom Scandura, drums

Wednesday October 3
Berkeley Arts Museum • 11am  free-$10
The early nineteenth century witnessed the birth 
of photography as well as the steam engine, 
the telegraph, and countless other life-altering 
innovations. Points of Departure, featuring European 
and American paintings, photography, and works 
on paper from the BAM/PFA collection, surveys 
these rapidly moving currents of modernization and 
the various reactions to it through the lens of visual 
culture. 
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents - Lucio 
Menegon’s Improv Hootenanny Revival Night! a 
tone-poem of wildly creative music and film sets 
featuring: Henry Plotnik - experimental piano 
youngblood (age 11!) Ross Hammond duo - guitar-
centric improvisation Strangelet - electronic improv 
combo with Lucio Menegon, Suki O’Kane, John 
Hanes, Stephanie Lak Stanosaur - low frequencies 
that shake the world
Interludes by Raub Roy and the amazing TreeJay 
OctoPlayer!
Film projections by the Cine Pimp’s Al Alvarez!

Thursday October 4
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm  $6-10
8pm Gestalish
9pm The Home of Easy Credit
Tom Blancarte - upright bass, Louise Dam Eckardt 
Jensen: saxophone, flute, vocals, electronics

Friday October 5
Mills College Littlefield Concert Hall • 8pm $15 
general, $10 seniors and students
PAULINE OLIVEROS’ 80TH AND JOHN CAGE’S 
100TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION WITH MERCE 
CUNNINGHAM’S EVENT WITH CANFIELD Two 
concerts of music and dance.
Sugar Mountain • 8pm $5 
a insane night of conceptual sound performances, 
noise theater, and intense sound. 

Saturday October 6
Mills College Littlefield Concert Hall • 8pm $15 
general, $10 seniors and students
See 10/5
Temescal Arts Center • 8pm free
RISK FOR DEEP LOVE a ritual audience participation 
experience experiment. The Underground Hit! 
Frank Moore, world-known shaman performance 
artist, will conduct improvised passions of musicians, 
actors, dancers, and audience members in a 
laboratory setting to create altered realities of fusion 
beyond taboos. Bring your passions and musical 
instruments and your senses of adventure and humor. 
Good Bellies Cafe • 8pm Donations accepted
Heavy Discipline presents Creative Music! R&D 
Residency continues with...SOLO VERNACULAR
Guy DeChallus (banjo), Chuck Johnson (guitar), Tracy 
Hui (guitar), NIck Obando (alto saxophone), Marshall 
Trammll (drum set)
Starry Plough • 9:30pm
Rock Lotto, curated by Moe! Staiano, features over 
20 musicians from rock, jazz, noise, and various 
subgenres thereof.

Sunday October 7
Berkeley Arts Center • 3pm $10-15
Thingamajigs is celebrating 15 years of ‘music, 
people & thingamajigs’ by presenting concerts and 
educational outreach events that feature 12 amazing 
artists. Noted works include a long anticipated piece 
by MacArthur fellow Walter Kitundu, a residency 
from legendary New Zealand instrument builder and 
performer Phil Dadson, and a new work from local 
composer Luciano Chessa. 
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20
sundays @berkeley arts presents:
8 pm Sangha Trio (los angeles), Dhiren Panikker, 
piano; Anthony Shadduck, bass; Sean Macauley, 
drums
9 pm Louise Dam Eckardt Jensen, saxophone 
(denmark); Tom Blancarte, bass (new york); Gino 
Robair, percussion

Monday October 8
Berkeley Arts Festival • $10-20
8 pm Luciano Chesssa, voice; Theresa Wong, cello, 
prepared piano

Tuesday October 9
Uptown • 9pm donation 
Active Music Series at the Uptown : Seems an 
Eternity + HoraFlora + Key West
Ben Tinker’s Seems an Eternity with Evelyn Davis 
(transcriptions), Lydia Martín (vibraphone, mark tree 
& glockenspiel), Tim Black (tympani), April Tang 
(percussive electronics), Daniel Steffey (thunder 
sheet, cuíca, cymbal), Shani Aviram (thumb piano) 

and Ben Tinker (Arp 2600.)
Horaflora’s works (live and recorded both) deal with 
explorations of articulated space, psychoacoustics, 
and pushing the limits of depth and detail in 
perception.

Wednesday October 10
Meridian Gallery • 7:30pm $10 general; $8 students/
seniors 
Meridian Music: Composers in Performance presents 
composer-trombonist James Fulkerson. Fulkerson 
is the founder and artistic director of the acclaimed 
new music ensemble the Barton Workshop, based 
in Amsterdam. He will present several of his 
compositions for trombone and electronics as well as 
works by John Cage, Hyo-shin Na, Alvin Lucier and 
James Tenney.
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20 sliding scale
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents: 8 pm Keith 
Kirchoff (Boston/Berlin): “Overdrive” (for toy piano, 
live electronics, and fixed media), by Keith Kirchoff- 
“she quietly enters and leaves the fray”, by Joshua 
Clausen (prepared piano) - “What Lies Behind the 
Rain”, by David Werfelmann (prepared piano) - Eric 
Glick Rieman, “New Rain Canto”, from the Snail 
Cantos, (prepared Rhodes electric piano), by Eric 
Glick Rieman
9 pm Ear Spray; Ann O’Rourke, vocals, percussion; 
Carlos Jennings, electronics, percussion; Marianne 
Tomita McDonald, didgeridoo, Scottish harp; Angela 
Roberts, cello, percussion; Laurie Buenafe, vocals, 
percussion, movement; Herb Heinz, spoken word, 
movement

Thursday October 11
Vessel Gallery • 8pm $10-15
Thingamajigs is celebrating 15 years of ‘music, 
people & thingamajigs’ by presenting concerts and 
educational outreach events that feature 12 amazing 
artists. Noted works include a long anticipated piece 
by MacArthur fellow Walter Kitundu, a residency 
from legendary New Zealand instrument builder and 
performer Phil Dadson, and a new work from local 
composer Luciano Chessa.
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm  $6-10
Guest Curation by Josh Allen; Batterie and Brutality
8pm Tentatively booked
9pm Philip Everett - drums & Josh Allen - tenor 
saxophone

Friday October 12
Vessel Gallery • 8pm $10-15
See 10/11

Saturday October 13
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20 sliding scale
8 pm Santomeri-Farhadian Duo will perform structured 
and free improvisations for violin and resonator guitar 
drawing from their collective backgrounds in rock, 

venue information

the persistent caveat 
Schedules are subject to change, and the 

reasons can be totally appalling, flying in the 
face of human reason. Please confirm details 

provided in this publication 
by visiting transbaycalendar.org.

classical, and Middle Eastern musics.
9 pm Erik Glick-Riemann - prepared electric piano; 
Stewart Dempster - trombone
Mills College Concert Hall • 8pm $10-15
Saturday October 13th we return to Mills College, 
where the festival began 15 years ago, to feature 
the William Winant Percussion Group in works by 
Lou Harrison, an early supporter of Thingamajigs 
who would be celebrating his 95th year, played 
on Lou’s original instruments. Thingamajigs has 
also commissioned Mills graduate student Scott 
Siler to write a new piece for the Harrison/Colvig 
instruments that will be premiered for the concert.

Sunday October 14
SIMM Series • 7:30pm  $10/$8 
7:30pm Space Junk: Tom Djll - keyboard, trumpet, 
compositions/Scott Brown - bass/Jordan Glenn - 
drums 
8:30pm Talking Frog: Karen Stackpole - gongs/Bill 
Noertker - contrabass
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20
sundays @berkeley arts presents 8 pm Thomas 
Helton (Houston) - contrabass solo, with video, and 
in trio with: Scott Looney - piano; Sam Ospovat - 
percussion

Monday October 15
Life Changing Ministries •8pm $6
an intense night of sound performances.
Ratskin Explastical #24:. LAETITIA SONAMI , 
CRANK STURGEON, STYROFOAM SANCHEZ, 
JEWELED SNAKES

Tuesday October 16
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-15
See 10/11 description under Vessel Gallery

Wednesday October 17
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20 
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents: 
8pm Cheryl Leonard solo - Cheryl E. Leonard 
performs music for amplified natural-object 
instruments and field recordings, including works 
inspired by sand dunes, erosion patterns, and polar 
ecosystems.
9pm Lisa Sangita Moskow,  electric sarod and 
voice; Guillermo Galindo,  Moog synth guitar and 
computer sounds

Thursday October 18
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm  $6-10
Y2K12 Live Looping Festival
8:15pm Luca Formentini (Italy) - guitar / electronics
8:45pm Michael Klobuchar (Pittsburgh) - guitar / 
electronics
9:30pm Philipp Zurcher (Switzerland) - guitar / 
electronics

Berkeley Art Festival 
2133 University Avenue, Berkeley
Berkeley Art Museum 
2626 Bancroft Way, Berkeley
Bird & Beckett Books and Records  
653 Chenery St. San Francisco
Brava Theater 
2718 24th Street, San Francisco
Cafe Royale  
800 Post Street,  San Francisco
CNMAT 
1750 Arch Street, Berkeley
Community Music Center
544 Capp Street, San Francisco
Explorist International 
3174 24th Street, San Francisco
Good Bellies Cafe 
4659 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland
Hemlock Tavern 
1131 Polk Street San Francisco
Jazzschool
2087 Addison Street, Berkeley
Life Changing Ministries
1629 8th street, Oakland
Luggage Store Gallery
1007 Market Street, San Francisco [at 6th]
Makeout Room 
22 st at mission, San Francisco
Meridian Gallery 
535 Powell Street, San Francisco
Mills College Littlefield Concert Hall 
5000 MacArthur Blvd, Oakland
Musicians’ Union Hall 
116 9th Street, San Francisco [at Mission]
San Francisco Art Institute  
Lecture Hall, 800 Chestnut Street, San Francisco
SFMOMA 
151 3rd, San Francisco
Starry Plough
3101 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley
Sugar Mountain  
2515 San Pablo Avenue, Oakland
Swedish American Hall
2174 Market Street, San Francisco 
Uptown
1928 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland
Vessel Gallery
471 25th Street, Oakland

Friday October 19
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm
New Monsters is one of the groups led by composer 
and tenor saxophonist Dan Plonsey with Jim Bove, 
drums; Scott R. Looney, piano; Steve Horowitz 
bass and Steve Adams, flute, alto and soprano 
saxophones.

Sunday October 21
784 65th St • 7:30pm
Tatsuya Nakatani in trio with Jacob Felix Heule and 
Kanoko Nishi. Plus, Green Alembic with Bob Marsh 
doublebass, Doug Carroll cello, Jeff Hobbs violin/
alto clarinet, Michael Cooke bassoon/sheng, Joe 
Lasqo piano, Ron Heglin trombone, Theo Padouvas 
trumpet, Jacob Lindsay clarinets, Jim Ryan flute/
French horn/kalimba/spoken word/visuals.
SIMM Series • 7:30pm $8/$10
7:30 Bonnie Barnett Group: Bonnie Barnett, vocals; 
Richard Wood, alto sax, flute, bass clarinet; Hal 
Onserud, double bass; Garth Powell, drums, 
percussion
8:30 Elements Saxophone Ensemble: Josh Allen, 
Rent Romus, Davis Slusser
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20 
sundays @berkeley arts presents 
8 pm: John Shiurba’s 5 X 5; Tom Djll, trumpet; Dan 
Plonsey, saxophones; Phillip Greenlief, saxophone; 
John Shiurba, guitar, compositions
9 pm: Triple Point Trio; Felipe Gomez, guitar ; Jasim 
Taqi, bass; Michael Hughes, drums

Wednesday October 24
Berkeley Arts Festival • 8pm $10-20 
wednesdays @berkeley arts presents
8pm Ai-Ai; Karl Evangelista, guitar, vocals; Rei 
Scampavia, keys, vocals; Eli Wallace, keys; Robert 
Lopez, drums; Jordan Glenn, percussion
9pm Addleds + Two; Kyle Bruckmann: oboe & 
English horn; Kanoko Nishi: koto; Tony Dryer: 
contrabass; Jacob Felix Heule: percussion; Jacob 
Lindsay: clarinets; Kristian Aspelin: guitar

Thursday October 25
Luggage Store New Music Series • 8pm  $6-10 
8:10pm Eubanks/Marsh Duo - Bryan Eubanks, 
electronics; Bob Marsh, contrabass
8:40pm Cat Lamb - solo violin
9:25pm Peter Knight (Trumpet/Electronics) from 
Melbourne

Friday October 26
Turquoise Yantra Grotto • 8pm  $10-15 
“Ghosts of Nature” a special Halloween concert at 
TYG
Ghost in the House- up close and personal the world 
premiere of “the Green Wood”, an opera for invented 
instruments Bob Marsh- Sonic Suit 4, with David 
amas in the Loud Coat and I Cannot Speak Without 
Shaking- a film by Todd Herman

calendar continued on back


